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NOTES FROM THE GARDEN
Welcome back to the Arboretum Newsletter! How a bout the new
format? This issue focuses on an assortment of topics; hope you enjoy
it, learn a little, and become an enthusiastic part of the wonderful world
of horticulture. The SFASU Arboretum just passed the six year-old
mark. However, it really wasn't until mid-1987 that the gardens r eally
got going with the expansion proj ect into the LaNana cr eek bottom land.
For such a young planting, I would say we've doue quite well. Our
collection has not only endured the ravages of record mid-winter cold,
occasional floods, pests, plagues and human-induced aberrations, the
garden has prosper ed. The Arboretum is now a happy h ome to many
rare, uncommon, and unusual species and cultivars. Yet , we all know
there's no r eason to rest on our laurels; so much remains to be done.
THE DAYLI LY GARDEN:

The new

daylily garden is a wonderful
collection
gifted
to
the
arboretum by the Nacogdoches
chapter
of
the
American
Hemerocallis Society. Just to
the
south
of
the
glass
greenhouse,
nearly
200
varieties
are
now
wellestablished. This small garden
is also home to a number of
expensive
hybrid
Crinum
varieties; give them a few more
years and th.e y' 11 be knockouts.
The fountain is a main feature
of the garden, funded by the
local chapter,
and
is
an
example of another arboretum
project that ended up being a
lot
more
work
than
we
originally e .x pected. A group of
students in Mr. John Danie.l's
sculpture class designed the
fountain and the local chapter
accepted the concept.
Six
months later, seve.r al of the
students are still working on
the project without a lot of
fanfare. Hats off to students
susan Elking, Judy Saunders,
Mike Adams , Renea Locke, Mitch

Scott and the others for their

willingness to stick something
through to the end I
Heavy
rains in the spring turned the
concrete
moat
construction
project into a muddy nightmare.
Design
changes,
needed
to
i nsu re that the fountain flows
sheets of water evenly into the
moat, also slowed the project.
Finally, the semester ended and
we were left without a work
crew.
I appreciate the local
chapter's patience and I know
they'll grimace when I say,"it
takes one-hundred years t o
build a garden and that's i f
you rush it."
Now that the
students are back, the project
should move ahead quickly.
Patience is a virtue?
Related to the Daylily
project is a new garden in the
design phase . Mr. Peter Loos,
graduate teaching assistant,
received a two-thousand dollar
scholarship that will help him
design and accumulate Iris
species for the garden. Thank
you, American Iris Society!

The garden will be placed just
below and to the south of the
Daylily Garden . That spot is a
perfect location for an Iris
evaluation and display garden.
It's
naturally
moist
and
requires little modification to
be an outstanding site.
The
proposed
garden
location
includes about 10, 000 square
feet of potential growing space
in a full sun area. A natural
stream, actually a drainage
ditch
in
sad
need
of
a
landscape effort, bisects the
garden. Water flows or lies in
pools most of the year and the
soil there is usually wet even
in summer.
In addition, the
proposed garden site enjoys a
nearby knoll for dry loving
Iris
species.
Further
strengthening the quality of
thi s site is that it rests on
the northern edge of the SFASU
Intramural field and can be
seen from a great distance.
With h i gh visibility,
easy
access, and a " natural" site,
the garden is sure to make a
strong
educational/research
statement in the future.
The proposed project is
assured success by the nature
of the participants involved.
Nacogdoches, Texas, is blessed
with an outstanding daylily
hybridizer, Ms. Jean Barnhart.
Jean
enjoys
a
remarkable
reputation in the American
Hemerocallis Society with over
51 registered Daylily varieties
to her credit.
She won the
prestigious Fuqua award in 1987
and has received several Junior
Citations. Jean was partially
responsible for setting in
motion the daylily garden at
the SFASU Arboretum that now
displays an almost-complete
" Stout Medal" series, the best
daylily for each year since
1950 voted on by the American

Hemerocallis Society . Jean is
a member of the American Iris
Society
and
displays
an
outstanding Iris collection in
the garden at her " Hayden
Edwards
Inn"
(a
Bed
and
Breakfast, circa 1861 home).
Besides an fabulous daylily
collection, the garden includes
over 500 registered Bearded
Irises, an extensive Japanese
Iris collection, and a small
Iris
species
collection.
Carlita Arrant is the President
of the local chapter of the
American Hemerocallis Society
(and an Iris enthusiast) and
has been a dedicated volunteer
in the Daylily Garden . Delores
Jones has an inspiring daylily
and Iris collection and is an
avid
supporter
of
the
Arboretum, With the talent in
the
local chapter of the
American Hemerocallis Society,
I'm convinced that we can bui ld
a
terrific
evaluation
and
display garden at low cost.
specifically,
we
are
planning
to
develop
a
streamside
Louisiana
Iris
collection in a
systematic
order of display: first, a
species
collection,
then
outstanding cul ti vars of past
years, and finally the latest
registereds. The drier slopes
facing
the stream can be
developed into island beds of
other Iris species. While the
project may seem ambitious, all
the resources are in place to
make this happen.
The rece.n t
scholarship grant to Mr. Peter
Loos,
graduate
teaching
assistant, will put a wonderful
"American Iris Society" stamp
of approval on the project.
This project is destined to
create
a
garden
of
high
educational and display value
in the Arboretum .
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I'HE DRY GARDEN
It is really quite amazing
how well this garden bas taken
to the harsh location on the
north side of the Art bui~ding.
With only a few irrigations
this SUlllliler, the collection has
thrived.
Peter and I weeded
the garden in one two hour
effort and that was about it
for the summer.
We are using

Lantana, Ratibidas, Coreopsis,
and
Monarda
citriodora
as
herbaceous
perennia 1
ground
covers . They are robust enough
to smothe.r the ground and shade
out weeds.
We have pocketed
small trees, Agaves, Yuccas and
Dasylirions here and there in
the open spots. One standout,
in our opinion, was our very
own native Verbena, blooming
constantly all spring and early
summer.
When Cllt ~k to six
inches
in
mid- sUlllliler,
the
plants put on another long show
i .n the fall.
Dry sandy soil.s
are choice soils if species are
chosen correctly.
Sal via and
Penstemon
species
have
performed well.
Both are
gaining
in
popularity
and
arboretum visitors are bound to
see more of these in the years
ahead. They are easy to grow,
robust, showy and simple to
propagate
from
cuttings .
Except for the most tender
species, they return from a
clump year after year. Another
plant that will find a home on
the main campus this next year
is
Hamelia
patens,
the
firebush.
That's the showy
colony located at the front of
the Arboretum on the northwest
corner
of
the
Agriculture
building.
While not tota1ly
hardy in our area, the plant is
worth the effort.
We have
enjoyed this plant in the
Arboretum for several years and

have noticed that the plant
does return eacb spring from
the crown, but ever so slowly
and discouragingly late .
It
may be simpler for us to treat
the plant as an annual, taking
cuttings in the late fall,
rooting them, and growing on in
the greenhouse until spring
planting season.
Bob Rogers,
SFASU Grounds, who is never
fast to take to a new plant,
has taken to this one and wants
to move it to some of the color
beds on campus.
It doesn't
really reach its p eak of show
here until mid-summer, but i t
is outstanding in late summer
and all the way to frost.
A
great butterfly plant,
the
species
sports
insect
and
disease resistant red leaves
and provides a long-lasting
show of numerous, bright red
tubular red flowers. The pl~nt
responds to a dry location,
moderate fertilizer, and a few
weedings in the spring and gets
tall enough to shade out most
weeds.

Ruel.Lia bri ttoniana, dwarf
form, is a special little plant
that has done well in the dry
garden as well as in moister
spots in the arboretum. Rarely
more than six to nine inches
tall, the plant sports showy
lavender, petunia-like blooms.
While the species reaches two
feet in height, this form is
definitely dwarf and, even more
remarkable, the se~gs come
true for this characteristic.
It 1 s easy to increase numbers
by potting up the numerous
seedlings
that pop
up
in
container- grown plants.
This
herbaceous perennial returns
reliably year a.fter year. The
plant should be mulched with
pine straw after the first hard
frosts of winter and then raked
away in the spring when plants

emerge from their slu:mber. We
have included this plant in our
giveaway program for years and
the
feedback
is
always
positive. We have two colonies
established by the headbouse
and have mixed in a companion
crop of low-growing Alyssum,
the
annual
variety
called
•carpet of Snow'.
The white
and lavender blooms blend in a
pleasing fashion and neither
plant intrudes too much on the
other.
The Dry Garden is going to
be mapped and entered into our
AutoCad mapping project this
fall by a volunteer student .
That map will be included in
the next newsletter.

THE PER.F..NNIAL BORDER
The perennial border took
less work this year than the
first.
Plants were stronger
and grew more vigorously . The
Honardas,
Pentas,
Salvias,
Echinaceas,
Acbilleas
and
others made robust plants by
early spring .
Some of the
standouts
include
Salvia
guarantlca,
farinacea,
coccinea, and leucanthea. The
ornamental grasses were very
strong this year. Some of the
failures of last year have been
replaced with more promising
types.
A bush morning glory
has been a standout plant.
Most surprising to me is that
most
of
the
colUJibines
survived,
even
the
Rocky
Mountain species.
Foxglove,
although certainly one of the
showiest perennials in the
garden, bas made a habit of
suddenly dieing in the garden.
Pblox paniculata " Mt . Fuji" is
a surprise, sporting weatherresistant white trusses of
large florets.

The perennial border is
only one-hundred teet long and
twelve feet wide and can absorb
only a few more plants. We are
making plans for a new garden
near the vegetable plots. With
several hundred new plants in
the collection, we are eager to
begin a long-term evaluation
program.
The SFASO ArboretUlll
has
one
of
the
largest
collections
ot
herbaceous
perennials i .n the state. Now,
our
only
obstacle
is
to
establish a m.a pped and labelled
display garden.

THE TEXAS HERITAGE GARDEN
On

May
4,
1991,
the
enjoyed the groundb~ing of the Texas Heritage
Garden . This new garden is to
be
located
between
the
Agriculture building, the glass
greenhouse and the Intramural
Field. The garden will display
a collection of "old-timey"
pl.ants,
plants that graced
Texas landscapes in the mid1800's. ,;tou might ~think
there is~enough old literature
to
really
understand
the
landscapes
and
landscape
philosophy that long ago, but
there is .
Ms. Pam Puryear, a
Historian
whose
PhD
dissertation from Texas A & M
University covered the topic,
has opened my eyes to what is
out there.
She bas been kind
enough to loan us two boxes
(II) of old nursery catalogs,._...l
xerox copies ot old letters,
articles, and manuscripts that
she dug from the dusty corners
ot various library archives in
Texas.
r am quite impressed
with her holdings and they
certainly will help us in the
planning process.
Pam has
visited
our
gardens
and
promises to be an excellent
~retum

resource for this new twist to
our activities. Pam is forming
a new group in Texas called the
Pioneer Plant Society of Texas,
a kind of spin-off to the now
well-known "Rose Rustlers of
Texas" group, an interesting
crowd of
Texans
that
get
excited by retrieving old roses
from residences, cemeteries,
churches, and old buildings in
Texas (often under the cover of
darkness). The group is quite
well known nat ionally and the
Antique Rose Emporium carries
ma,ny of the old rose varieties .
The old clones are much more
likely to get by without a
spray program and many are
quite stunning.
Though not
usually blessed with the flower
size of the hybrid teas, old
roses make up for that with
more
flowers
and
a
tough
disposition.
We will,
of
course, be placing an "Old
Blush" onto an overhead arbor
or two since it once dominated
Texas landscapes.
, .
it appears tnat the
neglect qf attentiqn tQ tne
eultivatibrr. i o£
flowers
i0c ','
Texas ,
niu,Stt:ili'' evidentll(
be ~,.
regarQed :,~s . ~'a' want of gqqd .,.
eaate.
Nothing presents a
greater evidence qf r efinement
than a tasteful adornment of
dwellings and their environs,
with trees and ~lowers; and it
would be
a_
gre.at advance
towa.r da re:fined and decent
civilization 1.n Tex.aa U more
attention were p&ld to the
transplanting of forest =ees
and shrubberY around buildings.
Mel inda Ra.nld.n, texa_s

in

I had hopes of finding a
small,
old
log
barn
to
disassemble and move to this
garden.
Although I've looked

at a couple (too rotten) , I
still haven' t come up with one.
If any readers can give us a
lead on a small log barn, let
us lenow! Ms • Shannon Short 1 an
undergraduate in Horticulture
will be working on this project
this fall.

A NEW "GRASSES" GARDEN
After several years of
student
encourage.m ent,
the
SFASU Arboretum is going to add
~ ~
a " grasses" section to the ,) \ v.\V
Arboretum.
Scott XXXXXXX, )...\ ,
Billy
Brown ,
and
Clarence tz~
Henderson 1 all Agronomy majors,
141 ~Jv.
spent a few busy days putting
together a series of railroad
tie framed beds. Located just
to the north of the " bog" I the
garden will feature primarily
the native grasses of Texas.
'l'hese dedicated students are
putting a collection together
that
will
be
interesting,
aesthetic, and educational.
Because it's going to take
a
while
to
accumulate,
identify,
and
verify
the
collection,
the
students
involved are going to " let" me
park
a
good
number
of
ornamental grasses that the
Arboretum has a dded to the
inventory. As the result of an
east coast collection trip
(described later), about forty
taxa need to find a home in the
garden . Until they find their
final resting place , they will
reside in the Agronomy Club's
"Grasses of Texas" garden.
Those of you that have been to
the student center lately have
noticed the wonderful bed of
Purple Fountain grass on the
north side of that complex. I
suspect that you will see more
of that striking ornamental on
our campus in the future l

Some
of
the
graseee
collected
for
the
SFASU
Arboretwa include ca.la.agrostj•
epJ.geJ.os, Briant.bus raven.m te,
Arvncfo
dorax
•variegate•,

Calaaagrostis

X

acutJtlora

'Xarl
Foerster',
eeven
varietiea of
Jtiscantbus and
five varieties of Pennisetu•,
two
of
which
have
bold
bgrizontal stripes that run
acrose the blades, ' Zebr inue'
and 'Strictus'. They are quite
bold and a~ways caamand a
eecond loolt.

....• .-
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NOTES FROM THE BOG
by Peter M. Loos
Welcome
to
the third
installment of Notes from the
Bog. There have been many
exciting things happening at
the bog since I last wrote. We
have
included
yet
another
carnivorous plant in the bog
collection, a Venus Fly Trap,
Dionaea muscipula, a native to
the east coast that we received
as a gift from Lynn Lowrey. I
also
obtained
four
yellow
fringed
orchids,
Habenaria
cilaris, that were collected
from a site in Newton county
threatened by development. The
bog received a transfusion of
l eatherwoods,
Cyrilla
racemiflora. These were mixed
here
and
there
in
the
Sweetspire border that defines
the northern edge of the bog
garden.
These plants were
purchased from Ted Doremus
Wholesale Nursery of warren,
Texas.
Ted owns a fabulous
native plant nursery which
employs
SFASO
horticulture
graduate
and
former
bog
caretaker Mark Bronstad. Als·o
obtained from Doremus was a
pond
cypress,
Taxodium
disticbu.m
var .
nutans,
Montezuma cypress,
Taxodium
mucronatum, and a water tupelo,
Nyssa aquatica.
These ware
planted near the southeast
corner of the garden. Three
Loblolly bay trees, Gordonia
lasiantbus, were set i.n the
garden and have grown well
during their first summer .
Will
Fleming
has
again
contributed plants for the bog.
A ma~e myrtle-leaf holly, Ilex
myrtilolia, was planted near
the western catwa l k ramp.
A
chokecherry,
Aronia

·.

r

arbutifolia, a red bay, Persea
borbonia,
and
a
dwarf
Leucothoe, Leucotboe sp. were
also added.

East Texas has experienced
one of the wettest years on
record.
In fact, if rains
continue, 1991 could end up as
one of the wettest on record.
A ferocious s t orm in ear l y May
dropped several inches of rain
in a two hour period that
caused LaNana creek to leave
her banks. '!'he bog was covered
in almost a foot of water but
the next morning the garden
looked no worse for the wear :
certa i nl y an encouraging sign .
The
garden
has
responded
favorably to a little extra
attention this year.
My goal
is to create a natural look to
the garden and to quietly favor
the preferred species.
I added a sandy soil mound
that is 10 feet long, 3 feet
tall, and 7 feet wide.
This
small well-drained knol l in the
middle
of
the
wetland
collection wi~l soon display a
collection of native southern
deciduous Azaleas. Finally, the
Bog Garden is now incorporated
into the SFA.SU Arboretum's
computer database . This spring
while learning Autocad (CADO
stands for computer Assisted
Drafting and Design), I mapped
and then updated the bog
garden . That map is attached .
CAD is an excellent way to keep
up with ever-changing garden
plantings.
The past six months have
been busy and exciting .
In

addition to my studies and
helping maintain the rest of
the garden, r hav e two projects
that
I'm working on that
deserve mention. First, is a
research paper for Dr. Lowrey
in Fore.s try that involves a
study of the sil.Ky camellia,
Stewartia malacodendron, in the
only two poplllations known in
east Texas. The study will
i nclude
propagat i on
experbl.e nts, both asexual and
sexual.
Soil samples wi ll be
collected from both sites for
analysis by the SFASO Soil
Testing Lab. The habitat and
vegetation
will
also
be
analyzed. The other proj ect i s
to
design
and
begin
the
construction of a new Iris
Garden destined for the south
s i de of the daylily garden
a l ong the drain. I am pleased
to announce that this project
allowed me to be selected as
thi s years recipient ot the
American Iris Society's $2000
scholarship.
One of my favorite wetland
plants is Cyri lla racemiLlor a,
Swamp
Titi,
Cyriila,
or
Leatherwood, a member of the
Cyrillaceae
or
Leatherwood
Family. Leatherwood is a semideciduous shrub or small tree
that is found in the Big
Thicket, east of the Trinity
River, south of US Highway 190,
and
north
of
the
coastal
pral.rl.e.
The plant is often
found in acid shrubby bogs,
along alluvial and non-alluvial
stream courses, flatwoods, and
seepage areas in woodlands. It
can be found east of Texas to
the
central
peninsula
of
Florida then north to southeast
Virginia.
In
the
wild,
Leatherwood reaches 30 feet
tall and usually branches near
the
ground
giving
it
a
symmetrical, well rounded crown.

Cyrilla
has
simple
alternating leaves that are
without stipules. The leaves
appear stiff or leathery at
maturity and are of variable
size but usually two to three
inches long and one-half inch
wide, oblanceolate or narrowly
obovate.
The
tree can be
considered semi-deciduous and
leaves carry hues of yellow,
red, and orange in the tall.
The
fragrant ,
white
flowers are borne in narrowly
cylindrical race:mes, four to
six
inches
long
and
are
attractive to bees making it an
excellent honey plant.
The
raceme cluster, which appears
to look like a
whorl of
racemes, occurs at the t i ps of
twigs from the previous years
growth.
The
flowers
are
b i sexual and blo om in late May
and June. The seed i s an
indehiscent drupe with
the
calyx persistent at i ts base.
The spent brownish-tan racemes
persist all winter, adding to
the beauty of this plant. The
mottl ed bark is smooth in
appearance on younger wood a nd
fissured with a maroon color on
older wood.
Cyrilla
commonly
repr oduces
vegetatively
by
sprouts
from
its
shallow
horizontal roots often forming
dense thickets.
Plants are
often found in association with
gallberry holly, I lex cori acea,
wax myrtles, Myrica cerilera
and H. heteropbylla, Loblolly
Bay,
Gordoni a
las ian thus,
sweetpepper
shrub,
Cletbra
aln i (olia,
bald
cypress,
TaxodiUJII

Azalea,

dist:ichwra,

s1iialllp

Rh o dodendron
oblongifolia,
swamp
redbay,
Persea borbonia var. pubescens,
and sweetbay ~~~aqnolia, Hagnolia
virginica. Leathervoods occur

along the e dges of swamps and
spbaqnum bogs which it slowly
invades as part of the natural
succession that leads to the
formation of a new forest. 'l'wo
facts about cyrilla's thicket
forming habit are worth noting.
F irst, it is considered that
cyr~la
and gallberry holly
(also called Lnkberry) p layed a
role in naming the region we
know as the "Big Thicket" and,
second, i t seems to pose the
largest
natural
threat
to
Pitcher Plant bogs in east
Texas
(particularly
in and
around
unburned
managed
forests) .
The lack of exposure for
this
in=edible
native
is
difficult
to
understand,
particularly when you note that
it is no1:111ally found in wet
places, often so difficult to
deal wi t h in urban landscapes.
Wet sites are often troublesome
to homeowners ; leatherwood is a
natura l for such a site.
In
spite
of
its
wet
soil
tolerance,
the plants also
performs we ll in drier, we lldra ined soils . Will Fleming,
famed landscaper from Tomball,
is so fond of cyr~la that b e
tries t o use it in all of his
designs to the point it bas
become the signature plant of
his l .a ndscapes.
Propagation of' cyrilla can
be
accomplished
by
seeds
although there is very little
informat ion available for this
method. Most propagation is
done
by
taking
root
and
softwood
cuttings.
Root
cuttings should be no l ess than
one- half inch in dia.m eter and
ta.Jcen in the late fall or
winter. Take softwood cuttings
in early summer frOlll current
season's qrovtb and treat with
IBA solution or one of the

rooting powder tales. Onder a
mist system, rooting usua~ly
takes p l ace in eight weeks.
In the SFASO Bog Garden we
have
planted
t wo
cyrLlla
r ac:eJIIi.tlora's from east Texas
plus twenty-five plants in the
border hedge.
'l'wo of our
specime n s come f rom Alabama and
one from Mississippi. We h ave
planted a much less coll\lllon
dwarf
Cyrilla,
Cyrilla
parviflora, which is native to
northern Florida with smaller
leaves
and
racemes .
We
completed the collection of
native members (southeast qs. to
Texas)
of
the
cyriLlac:eaa
family in the bog gard.e n with
two specimens of buckwheat
tree, Cliftonia DOnophy1la, an
evergreen
shrub
or
Sl:lall
slander
tree
with
leaves
SliiAller
than
Cyrilla.
Its
flowers are also borne on
racemes which are only 1 t o 2
inches long and upright. When
the seed ripens the raceme
resembles buckwheat, hence the
name.
The native range
is
r ecorded
as
being
from
sou theast Louisiana .
I have
only seen it east of the Pearl
River at the Louisiana and
Mississippi stateline and east
to Florida.
ll you are loolting for
something different, s omething
new, a good honey plant, or
just an a ttractive and carefree native, then maybe cyrLlla
racemiflora
is
for
you.
Remember: the Arboretum is open
year-round, dawn to dusk, seven
days a week, so come by and let
us know that you like what
we 1 re doing! GOOD GARDENING l
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NOTES FROM THE HERB GARDEN
by K urt Whiting

Herbs are use.ful plants
that increase the personal
satisfaction
of
those
who
incorporate them into their
lifestyles.
I
often tell
others, "You don't have to grow
them to use them," but if you
do, you may appreciate herbs
even more. Their habit, color,
scent,
assortment,
and
usefulness all lead to the the
mystique
of
utilizing
and
enjoying herbs in the garden.
There is often a fine line
between herbs and spices even
though
botanically
we
can
easily
distinguish
the
difference.
The following
references to herbs will blur
the distinction to i nclude
selected trees and shrubs as
well as annuals, biennials, and
perennials.
While certainl y
not conc·lusive, the lists of
herbs that follow are those
that do well in Nacogdoches .
The herb garden at the
SFASU
Arboretum
is
being
developed through various theme
gardens. With a greyfgreen and
a fragrant herb garden now well
established,
we
are
now
building aQaitieAal terraced
raised beds on the east and
south slopes adjacent to the
existing herb garden .
One
thing we have learned from
constucting the railroad tie
retaining wal.ls is that you
should always install deadmen
along the wall .
A deadman
anchors the wall to t .h e slope
at intervals. This helps ho~d
the wall in place when soil is
backfilled behind the wall.
Without this easy and si~le
precaution the terraced (_)

r

retain~ng wall can bulge or ()

even g~ve way under the weight
and pressure of backfill. In
the ~ :future we hope to add
the following theme gardens:
culinary, tea, medicinal, dye,
biblical, and landscape herbs.
COOKING WITH HERBS

Cooking is one of the most
basic and popular uses for
herbs due to the production of
volatile plant oils £com these
m~ti-purpose p~ants.
Whether
you do t .he cooking yourself or
someone else cooks for you or
if you eat prepared foods, the
chances are that one or more
herbs have been added to your
food as a flavoring agent .
Fresh cut herbs are best
when harvested in mid-morning
just
after ~~~
dew
has
evaporated.
For plant vigor,
you should never remove more
than one-third of the foliage
at any given time during the
growing season. The strongest
flavor generally occurs just
before the herbs are about to
bloom. When plants bloom, the
energy is directed to seed
development, thus decreasing
the strength of plant oils in
herbs.
Fresh herbs can be
stored in a refrigerator for up
to one week.
Dried herbs are available
in .many forms from art azzay at
cempa~~aa 1 at grocery stores and
through ma~-order ·businesses.
Because dried herbs are a more
concentrated form, less dried
herb (approximately one-third)
is used when cooking than with
its fresh counterpart. You can
also experiment with drying

..
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your own fresh herbs to "extend
the growing season. "
store
dried herbs in a dry, cool and
dark
environaent
tor best
flavor and color retention.
The shelf liLe of dried herbs
is usual~y six to nlne 1:1onths.
Your desire to grow
herbs as w ~l as your personal
growing
techn ique
w il~
determine your success.
You
sho~d be happy to know that
herbs are commonly free oL
pests,
thus
reducing
or
eliminating the need for toxic
pesticides.
:tf you do find
bugs
on
your
plants,
use
insecticidal soap or a homemade
spray made with garlic .
You
can try pyrethrum dust,
a
natural botanical insecticide.
The following culinary herbs
can be grown in most areas of
Texas:
basil, bay, borage,
cardamom,
cayenne
pepper,
chervil,
chives,
cilantro,
dandelion, dill, elderberry,
epazote, fennel, french sorrel,
french
tarragon,
garlic,
ginger,
horseradish,
lemon
verbena, mexican lllint marigold,
mints,
oregano,
parsley,
rosemary , sage, salad burnet,
sassafras,
savory,
scented
geranium and thyme.
LANDSCAPrNG WITH HERBS

There are many gardeners
that enjoy growing herbs solely
for their beauty.
In fact,
many people grow herbs in the
landscape without even knowing
that the plants are herbs.
Most herbs demand a welldrained soil. Raised beds and
containers
provide
that
ccondition and are preferred.
Raised bed gardening is
the best way to grow herbs.
The bed can be any size and
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shape, with or without borders
or retaining wal~s. It should,
however, be at leat six inches
a.bove the existing soil Une to
insure adeguate drainage.
I
have
developed
a
uni~e
technique for growing herbs
that appears to do well in our
rainy climate.
Dr. creech
C&lls
it
•xurt's
volcano
technique. •
I
start
by
building a s i x to twelve inch
high mound of sand.
A tourinch, six-inch, or one-gallon
container-grolofn herb is then
planted in an opening made at
the top of the mound. A large
area surrounding the mound is
then mulched to the new soil
line around the plant.
It's
important not to mulch too deep
near the plant or disease, stem
rot, and even termites can get
a foothold.
The mounds or
"volcanos" can be placed in any
pleasing arrangement and new
mounds can be added at any
tim.e. The heavy application of
aulch need.e d in this 1aethod
holds the soU and plants in
place and ~iAinates the need
tor expensive border materials.
Many
low-cost
mu~che
are
avai~ab~e
and serve
other
I 1
purposes in the g
en.
R' 1"\...
insulates
plant
roots,
preventing wide swings in soil
temperature. Noxious weeds are
less likely to get a foothold
and if they do, they are easily
removed, roots and all.
This
technique provides a copious
volume of organic matter for
the
years
ahead,
slowly
decomposing to form a humic
traction that herb ~oots love
to proliferate in. Finally, a
smooth layer of mulch has a
beauty in itself and lends a
touch
of
continuity
and
character
to
the
garden.
Although
aany
references
describes herbs as plants that
love poor soil, they p({ respond

c.,
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to
occasional
ligh t
appl i cati ons
of
fertilizer.
once or twice per year , I
prefer to spread a thin layer
of composted chicken litter
around the p l ants, avoiding the
crown of the plant.
Light
appHcations 1 placed on the
mulch surface well away from
the p l ant crown, wi ll not burn
plants.
If the smell bothers
you or your neighbors, cover it
a th i n layer of mulch.
Consider
using
herbs
around roses and in vegetable
gardens as compani on plants to
deter pests and to in=ease -t.Ae
oil production in some scented
herbs. If you are so inclined,
cons i der planti ng by the signs
tor hea l thier and mora robust
plants, a practice of many
early settlers.
c ontainer garden i ng gives
the homeowner the mobility that
just can't be
found from
growing plants in the ground.
Herbs in containers can be
moved as needed .
Whether you
decide to place your plant
under the rays of the sun or
beneath the shade of yo';lr
favori te
tree,
herbs
1n
containers
become
intimate
objects to enjoy and move
about.
Bring them in for
special occasions.
set them
out to enjoy a spring rai n.
Dress up your patio for a
party . Always J..use a container
sized in propo~on to the plant
root ball and repot into a
sl i ghtly larger container when
the plant demands more space.
A container too small for the
plant restricts plant growth
and
necessitates
frequent
watering.
Container
and
greenhouse- grown herbs are more
susceptible to i nsect problems
as well as problems with under
or over watering and nutrient
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leaching.
My advice is to
observe your plants o.tten;
allow them to tel l you what
they need . There are so many
ways to enjoy the growing of
herbs.
Try a collection of
herbs that attract butterflies.
create
a
small
biblical,
historic,
or
native
·&erb
garden. The followi ng herbs do
well in Texas landscapes:
ajuga, artemesias, brazilian
buttonflower,
calendula,
chicory, columbine, conradina,
echinaeea, germander, hyssop,
lamb's ear, lavender, mexican
mint
marigold,
monarda,
pennyroyal,
purslane,
rose
campion,
rue,
salvia,
santolina,
tansy,
vanill a
grass, vetiver, yarrow.

MEDICINAL HERBS
Folklore medicine is one
of the most controversia l uses
for herbs.
Many people in
other countries use herbs as
medicines
without
a
prescr i ption.
However ,
I
always
state
that
sel:tmedication is dangerous and is
often just a placebo at best.
That's not to say that herbs
aren't useful as medi cine.
Many are. several have served
as the blueprint for many of
the synthetic drugs prescribed
by licensed physicians today.
But, let's face it. Some selfprescribed herbs are leth al
(i . e . , Foxglove, the source for
digitalis, a heart medicine).
Because herbs are so variable,
it is almost impossible to know
just what " dose " one is taking .
Pl ants vary in strength from
Year to year and season to
season.
One exception may be
Aloe vera, F9 &9~red to in the
literature as an excel lent burn
remedy. Other recm"'iaed overthe-counter remedies such as
clove oil for tooth aches and

1
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witch hazel lotion as a skin
astringent are availab~e in
most drug stores. Nothing can
create a controversy quick.e r
than discussing the merits or
aro~atherapy,
chiropractic
nutrition,
homeopathy,
and
naturopathy.
Using t:tedicinal
herbs as part of the treatment
or prevention or disease is
still an unknown science. 'l'he
best advice, if you are ill or
injured, is to see your doctor.
If
you
self-111edicate,
use
collllllon sense and 111oderation.
Some of the medicinal he.r bs
that grow well in Texas are:
aloe,
comfrey,
echinacea,
feverfew,
foxglove,
garlic,
ginseng, gotu kola, horehound,
lavender,
mullein ,
pleurisy
root, rosemary,
rue,
sage,
sassafras, and witch hazel.

monarda, rose hips, sassafras,
scented geraniwa and sumac.

Dozens of coJIIP81lies sell
loose, cut and bagged dry herb
tea.
canned, bottled, and
aseptic packaged ready- to-drinlt
herb teas are also available.
Most herb growars prefer to
grow their own herbs
for
special teas. 'l'here is a sensa
of prida in growing your own
herbs for tea.
To many,
knowing that the product is
free from conta111inants 111akes
the drink more enjoyable. Herb
tea can be made from fresh or
dried plant material.
Herb
tea, hot or cold (called ice
box tea) , can be made to any
strength, and then consumed,
sweetened 1 _pt' unsweetened or
mixed with fruit juice.
Herb
tea is a refreshing caffeinefree change fro111 the co1111110n tea
that most of us know so well.
Herbs that make worthy tea
ingredients
include
basil,
catnip,
cb-oaile,
hibiscus
flowers,
lemon balm,
let:JOD
grass, lelaon verbena, mints,

Herbs are often used to
make natural dyes.
certain
herbs combined with the proper
aoderant yield an array of soft
earthy colors suitable for
dyei.ng natural f&brics.
No
special equipment i s required
but following exact directions
tor the proper aoderant, dye
bath temperature, and ciming is
essential for reliable and
consistent results. Dye plants
that qrow we~l in Nacogdoches
include
a juga,
calendula,
dandel ion, indigo, madder, oak,
onion, and woad.

IIERBS l'Oll 'fBl! ARTS Aim CRAPTS

USing herbs for arts and
is
a
•value- added
extra. •
Since herbs need
periodic pruning for the basic
b~th and vigor of the plant,
the pruned tri11111ings can be
used in many practical and
creative ways.
'lou can make
scented oil, herb vinegars and
jellies or concoct cosmetics
and herbal soaps.
You can
fashion herbal wreaths and
swags or cr~te
your own
potpourri or s cented candles.
The list of t ings to do with
herbs is endless and many books
address the topic. I even read
about bow t o lllake your own
herb-scented,
homelllade,
recycled note paper.

cruts

The herb garden is an
educational tool, a kind of
living laboratory for students
and visitors.
The Arboretum
gardens are the result of
volunteers, students and your
help.
I t'inally realized the
other day that the arboretum
will
never
be
• rinished.•
Let's hope not.
Stop by and
aaell the le=on grass I
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THE LANANA CREEK TR.An. PROJECT
The Lallana Creek Trail
project is Linally getting the
kind of attention that it
deserved all a long. For years,
the idea of a creak trail wa.lJt
rested only in the ainds of a
few loca1 citizens.
Now, the
1:-rail runs along the western
banks of LaNana creek and winds
its way north from Main Street,
across Park and Martinsville
streets, under the Starr Avenue
bridge,
through
the
SFASO
Arboretum, under the bridge at
College Avenue, to finally end
in the woods known to most
~acogdoches
citizens as t he
"Tucker" property, a pristine
forty acre woodland recently
~cquired by SFASU.
The LaNana
creek trail is destined to
become
a
significant
and
special feature in our fair
city.

r

The LaNana creelt project
i s =<>re than just an effort to
provide local citizens and
tourists with a jogging a.n d
waU:~ trail.
The project
promises to become a benchmark
for other Texas communi ties in
its emphasis on conserving
local botany. While the LaNana
creek has many fine stretches
of
streamside
woodland
patr iarchs, much of the creek
has suffered from man-induced
degradation.
The first focus
of the trail project is to
restore the streamside fores t
to good health.
That will
reduce an alar~~~ing rate of
erosion
occurring
in
channelized
sections.
Thousands or trees have been
planted by volunteers in the
last few years. Thousands 1110re
need t.:> be sat.
The trail
project will be introducing a

r

vide-ranging
complement
of
native trees and shrubs. Trees
COlllB
from a vide ra.n ge of
donors and the SFASU Arboretum
inventory.
Dorellus Nursery,
Warren,
Texas,
is
due
a
tremendous note of thanks for
donating
over
four-hundred
wonderful oaks in t i ve gallon
contain.e rs.
Thllt will go a
long
way
t.:>
healing
our
woodland stream.
Those of you that have
walked the trail recently must
have noticed that a signage and
interpretation
project
is
underway·. The objective is to
create
an
educational
and
conservation resource r i ght in
our own back yard. Twenty -five
tree species have been labelled
and that proj ect wi~l con~inue
untll the entire trail is
interpreted.
An i ncredible
;\ a:JIIOunt of effort bas reduced
': the
thickets
of
invasive
¥ exotics that have chased away
.f na7 i~ plants.
Thickets of
"' <~et,
long
stretches
of
vin i ng Japanese honeysuckle,
and the nuisance of tallow
trees and mimosas have been
reduced .
Bridges and benches
have been set; more are needed.
After the forest has been
secured with new plantings, tbe
understory complement will be
added.
The creek environment
baa many pockets highly suited
to na.t ive plant reintroduction.
With just a little help, the
trail walk can dramatically
display hundreds of dllferent
native
plant
colonies.
Citizens interested in helping
wi th
this
project
should
contact or. Francis Abernethy,
Trail Director (568-4076) or
Dr. Dave Creech (568-3705 ) .

The
LaNana Creek
Trail
Nacogdoches,

The IAN~a Creek TraU begins In the New
Orleans Grey's ear:npground, now the Nacogde>ehel!
Soccer Field a.t the fool o( Pillar E!iU.
The trail was once the pathway for Caddo
Jnd.i""" and Spa.n.isb colon.i~s o.od is In
the most historic area ol old Ne.cogdocbes-.
Nearby ere the Adolphuo Slen1e hotne a.nd
l.be Haden Ed'l'ardo bou ee.
·

The trail meanders north. dippinJ: under the
bridze at Bl Co.mino Reel (Moin Street) before
pusine by lhe site o r "Tbe Eyea of Father
Ma<J:il,' the ml.raculous s prings bro~ht !orl.b
by a. Spanish padre in 1716. A bre.nch of the
trail '11flltlden • e st by the spring, through the

E. AUSTIN ST.

historic charm ot Oak Grove Cemetery. and on
to the Predonla Inn e.nd Convention Center.

The trail crosses Park Street to the east ot
Zion Hill Cemete ry before ...anderioc north to
Peean Acres ·Park, a spacious picnic and
recreation a.ree. erealed ln th.e old Ruscbe

WOODS

p ec:a.n &rove.

the lANftlla Creek Trail then dips under ·the
Starr Avenue bridge. meanders north put lbe
SFASU Lnlromun.l f ield before enterln, tbe
uoiversity arboretum. The arbor-etum. ·a
-m.issi.on statement Iocus-es on the conservation.
s-election and u:se o f' na.tive plants. Theme
garden.5 i.Aclu.de a fine herb ga.rden, .a. daylily
gat"de.n, a "Texas Ffe.rlta.ge• ga.rdeD, a pe.r~a.J
bor-der, a dry garden. and a weti&.nd bog. Open.

dawn to dus k. the arboretum Ls a delightful
place to take a bre81:: 1 look a:ro uod, an.d smell
tho roses.
The

ttQJJ.

passes under the bridge ·a t CoUege.

Avenue. then makes north. pas t U\.e s hotput

range, and then. on into lhe Tucker lfoO<I,s,
a forty- acre tract of pristine forest o'I'Ded by
the u:oJvernty. The t...a..Nana. Creek Trail en.d.s
at East Austln Street.

The LaNana Creek Trall Is appr·o xl.malely 2.5
miles long from Pillar Street to Ea..l Austin.
The trail is a project of the Nacogdoches
Se3quicenlennlal Celebration o! 19.86. Tbe trail
n.nd the arboretum. are the ret~u.lte of a cadre
ol ·vo lunteers and enthwri.aats lhat. want to
make Nacocdocbes a better pl ace to live.
L!I.No.na Creek

T.r~......... ~

\.\ :;:..-·~·--~Al)OC'f t/2 --~ PARKING

f.E. Abernethy. Chairman

LaNano. Creek Trail Committe
4{1 1>- ~68 - 440?

Dave Creech. Director
Sl'ASU Arboretum
409-568-434.3

THE CARPENTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AND
SHELBY COUNTY COURTHOUSE PROJECT
The arboretum's two major
outreach projects have enjoyed
a rainy spring and summer with
few losses.
Both projects
involve
highly
visible
plantings that display a wide
range of native tree and shrub
spesj..e.li;.
"Native woodland" projects
are not unique to the SFASU
Arboretum; they are becoming
popular
nationwide.
Esse.n tially, these are civic
movements to plant indigenous
p l ant materials in educational
settings, sign and interpret
the plant material, and then
encourage the use of the
collection as
£ outdoor
cl a~om.

akx;zd

I n February, 1991, the
Men's
Garden
Club
of
Nacogdoches
planted
an
excellent cross-section of east
Texas native trees in the bare,
somewhat beaten-down island
that lies at the front of the
school .•..1- We had about twenty
excited enthusiastic kids help,
~~ about £our hours all of
the holes were dug, the sixfoot trees were set, and bark
mu l ch was applied. I think we
only lost one tree this summ.e r .
Peter Loos, graduate teaching
assistant, has mapped the area,
entered the p~~nt ~terial and
then providedt-~~p~...'to teachers
at the schoo·l.
We will be
returning later this fall t o
begin setting the "unde.r story"
collection, a wide range of
small trees and shrubs .
The
key to this kind of project is
to involve the kids.
The
theory is that if the kids are
an active part of the proce~~~
then they will take care to~
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ViiRiialize the

trees and will
take an active interest in
keeping alive "their very own
woods ."
The environmental
message is c l ear: trees and
plants are the lungs of the
earth and conserving native
plants is a good thing.
The
Shelby
county
courthouse project is a little
different .
Now three years
old, the tree collection is
well-estab~ished. Working with
the Chamber of Commerce, the
Shelby
County
Histori cal
Commission and volunteers, the
Arboretum has acted as the
source o£'Wonderful col lection
of natives. Except for a f ew,
old patriarch trees set in a
beaten-down lawn, there was
nothing growing on the acreplus site three years ago.
With
volunteerism,
the
courtyard is now home to a
beautiful collection of native
trees and shrubs with a ~
exotics thrown in here and
there.
In spite of
some
discouraging
words
from
skeptics
and
human-induced
damages , the collection has
prospered.
The Arboretum is working
with Ron Lundgren at the
Nacogdoches lfigh School to
establish a similar project
there. Projects like this are
excellent examples of Arboretum
outreach that add quuity and
class to the community.
We
encourage you to drive by and
enjoy the results.
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1. Quercus texana.

Texas Red Oak

Qlurprntrr
itlrmrntary
§!r~nol

Nuttall Oak
3. Laderstromia. indica.
Crepe Myrtle
4. ~uercu·s m·ichieu:rii
wamf; Chestnut Oak
5 . F'oTsy hia. ~Fo1-sylhla arlely
6. AIagnoli.~ r;andi~Lora.

Soulher.n agno ia
7. rtez opa.co.

American Holly
8. Ca.ryo. illinoisensis
Pece.n
tgucod.n-m~

Chalk Maple

(

s~cc!t.a.rum

Sugl!r Mar.te

I 1. Nyssa. sy va.tica.
Blackgum
12. Magnolia. v~rgi-nia.na
Sweelbay Magnolia
12A. Magnolia. 1J'i·rginia.na. var o.usta.lis
Evergreen Sweetbay Magnolia
13. AceT d:rumptondii
Swamp Red Maple
14. QuOTe-us tyra.la
Overcup Oak
15. Quercus alba
Whil e Oak
16. Querc-uS l;hellos
Willo"' Oa
11. Catyo. cor~OTmis
BltlernuL ckory

2. QueTcus nutto.llii

9. Acer

Acer
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NOTES FROM THE ROAD
From July 19 to August 4, 1991, I enjoyed another great adventure
to the gardens of the northeast, most new to me.
The trip was
partially funded by a grant from the Houston Livestock Show and
Rodeo . In addition, a university research enhancement mini-grant
allowed me to ~g ll!£} about four hundred new herbaceous perennials
fer our collection. Here are a few of the high1ights:
-/.>

Davis Park, Charleston, West
Virginia, is located along Lee
and
Capitol
Streets
and
features a large rose garden, a
beautiful gazebo and p l enty of
statuary.
Immaculately kept,
this
city
beautification
project, in the middle of busy
downtown, is a model for other
like-minded
communities.
(Telephone: 304-341-8000).
Sunrise Museum and Gardens,
Char l eston, West Virginia , is a
museum complex embodying two
art museums, a historic home
and a children's museum.
The
s i te is the past home of the
former Governor and is full of
historical
interpretation.
commanding a view of downtown
Charleston from one of the
highest hill.s in the region,
the gardens display a pristine
forest, an herb garden, a small
rose garden, and statuary . The
view from the old mansion is
worth the visit. (746 Myrtle
Road, Telephone: 304-344-8035).

The Core Arboretum, Morgantown,
West Virginia 1ies just below
the Pennsylvania border and is
located on the Evansdale campus
of West Virginia University.
The 75-acre arboretum contains
over 500 different types of
plants and includes the state
champion Chinkapin Oak.
Most
of the arboretum is actually a
nature p.r eserve bordering the
Monongahela River. Three and a
half miles of steep trails lead
visitors through undisturbed
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patches of wildflowers, seeps ,
rocky slopes, and flood plain
forests .
The Arboretum is
under the Department of Biology
and is ·s upported through state
funding . (Telephone: 304-295520'1 ) .
The
Scott
Arboretum
at
Swarthmore
College
in
swarthmore, 500 College Avenue,
Pennsylvania, is about 15 miles
west of Phildadelphia.
The
campus-as-arboretum
is
beautifully done. Jack Potter,
Horticulturist, led me through
some
of
the
interesting
collection and loaded me down
with
cuttings
and
several
containerized plants.
I was
eager to get cuttings of Itea
virginica
"Henry's Garnet".
Even though we
have
this
special
clone
of
the
sweetspire, I wanted one from
the campus where i t originated
(just in case ours is not
really the real. tliing) .
The
Scott Arboretum is a green
oasis uniquely situated on the
campus of this small liberal
Arts Coll.ege.
Over 110 acres
create the landscape and over
5000 different kinds of plants
are grown, selected for their
orname·ntal qualities, ease of
maintenance and resistance to
disease.
Major collections
include: Flowering cherries,
Corylopsis, crabapples, Lilacs,
Magnolias (now over 64 taxa) ,
Native
Azaleas,
orname.n tal
Grasses,
Tree
Peonies,
Viburnums, Wisteria, and Witch

The total work force includes
over 300 :full and part- time
el!lployees.
Students nom the
University
of
Delaware,
KarylandO; have had a longstanding'" qraduate education
prog:ralll on the g:rounds, a
prograA that is considered by
~ as
the preaier public
gardening p:rog:raa in the o.s.
Students enjoy a busy hands-on
prograD that use.s the many
thellle
gardens
as
living
laboratories.
The gardens
themselves
are
beyond
description.
Water, running
and still, is an ever present
feature. The fountain show is
breath-taking.
Immacula tely
pruned
hedges
frame
many
meticulous color beds.
My
favorite stop was the "Idea
Garden" , a series of thellle
gardens
intelligently
(!!}_ erpreted and siqned. 'rbe
table gardens included a
dren's garden, an oriental
garden, a salad garden and a
southwestern garden.
Eacb
garden was signed to educate
visitors
about
the
many
techniques to produce food for
the table.
Tbe fnlit garden
displayed
all
kinds
of
trellising,
pruning
and
training
techniques,
new
varieties,
advice
for
homeowners, and a wonderful
crop
of
berries,
peaches,
apples, plums, and other notso- common fruits.

A new, extensive qarden
displays herbaceous perennials,
plants that return year after
year fr0111 a crown or clump.
Areas
were
arra.nged
for
natives,
old-fashioned,
dry
shade,
dry
soils,
new or
underused,
multi-season
interest,
for
attractive
foliage, for ability to attract
hUIIIJaingbirds, butterflies, and
moths,
and
for
fruiting
interest. l!ach spot was siqned
and interpreted with tasteful
silver-on-white
anodized
aluminum labels.

The annual color garden
exhibi ted a wide range of vivid
annuals, all in the prime of
health. Annuals were organized
in beds for 1) cool colors, 2)
warm colors, 3) shade, 4) dry
areas, 5) texture, 6) children,
7) cutting, 8) and ~testing
All-America.n Selections and new
varieties.

Other outstanding features
include a Hillside Garden, a
Wisteria Garden, an Italian
Garden (under restoration), a
rose garden, a collection of
vines,
a
stunning
topiary
garden, a natural area forest
walk
featuring
an
ancient
overstory o~ beautiful trees, a
wilMlower 10eadow.
over four
acres of conservatory cap the
grounds with collections of

The
herb
garden
was
designed in a formal fashion
and
organized
to
display
medicinal,
culinary,
industrial,
and
fragrance.
Again,
small
metal
signs
interpreted each theme and
individual
plants
were
identifiied by genus, species,
colOIDOD name and area ot origin.
A special section, created
in 1988, did a remarkable job
displaying the latest rage in
gardening in tbe nortbeast q
ornamental c;rasses. I counted'
over fifty taxa and couldn't
help
but
write
all
the
scientific names down and vow
that tbe SFASU Arboretum make
plans to do the same. One word
sums up my impressions of the
use of ornamental grasses:
outstanding.

palllls, orchids and tropicals.
Longwood Gardens is one of
the preltier gardens in the
area. A fuJ.l day is needed to
walk the trails, to sit and
enjoy the legacy of Hr. du
Pont.
(Te~ephone:
215-3886741).

Moqjs Arboretum is one of the
most ve~l-known arboretums in
the world.
Located in the
northeastern
section
of
PhiladeJ.phia, the gardens are
nov surrounded by urban sprawl.
Chief
Horticulturist
J'udy
McKewen led me through the
basic collection, filled me in
on the history of the gardens,
and described the operations of
t .h e organization. Part of the
University of Pennsylvania, the
arboretum has a long history
that goes back to the gardens
of the Morris family.
This
former governor found great joy
in acquiring the trees of
Cbi.na, many from the W~on
trips in the late 1800's. Some
of the original trees remain
and are now stately giants. A
Katsura tree, Cercidiphyllu.a
japonicw:~, was perhaps the most
impressive, as vide as it was
t~
with
giant
branches
sweeping the ground.
Our
eight-foot tree at the SFASU
Arboretum
gives
little
indication of its ultimate
potential as a shade tree.
The
North
Carolina
State
University Arboretum at Raleigh
is as close to heaven that a
plant lover can get.
r f you
want to see a lot of different
ornamental plants in a smal.l
place, this is the place for
you. The eight-acre garden has
as JDanY rare and unusual plants
as anywhere I've ever been.
Not on1y is the collection
attractive~y displayed,
they

[

serve as a
foundation for
improving
and
encouraging
diversity in gardening.
or.
RauJ.ston, Director, encourages
diversity in gardening and is
always quiclc. to share a new
plant.
His enthusiasa to get
new plants into the trade is
vall known.
I spent a busy morning
collecting cuttings for the
SFASO Arboretum and then rushed
to the UPS office for a one-day
delivery. Spacial collectio.ns
included cuttings from a number
of
Wisteria
rloribunda
cultivars.
I
was
very
impressed with the arboretum's
sensible display technique for
these aggressive vines; trained
against an eight-foot steel
post to a tree form, the vines
can be contained rather easily.
That's a bit different approach
than co:t:anonly used. Wisteria,
as we all knov, can get avay
from a homeowner and becoJ:>e a
nuisance and an aggravation.
The North Carolina Arborettm at
Chapel
Hill
is
dedicated
primarily to conservation of
the native plants of the sand
hills and to educati.ng the
public
about
the
issues
surrounding habitat protection.
Nature trails, an outstanding
collection of aquatic plants
including some impressive work
with Saracenia spp., are major
thrusts of this garden. A must
stop.
The herb qarden is
outstanding, in my opinion,
because
of
excellent
interpretation.
The Atlanta 8otanica1 Carden,
Atlanta,
Georgia.
Mildred
Pinnal,
Horticulturist,
and
Robert Bowden, Director, were
lcind enough to provide 111e with
some time during ay four hour
sojourn through the sixty acres

..

t.1

of collections. Neat as a pin ,
the
arboretum
features
a
refined landscape that has
enjoyed
severa1
years
of
exp4naion. A new conservatory
is a centerpiece to the sweep
of qraceful theAe qardens that.
surround it.
A • children's
garden• was delightful and
featured a six-foot chicken
sculpture t opiary.
A wide
range of herbaceous perennials
are under evaluation at the
gardena and ~drecl Pinnal, the
chief horticulturist, and I are
working on = e exchanq...

[
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NORTH CAROLINA B?BctALTX

PLANT

MAIL- OBPER NURSERIES

The fo~lovinq list was provided by Or. J . C. Raulston, North
Carolina State university Arboretum .
I'm including this list
bacause so 10any of the pl..ants offered are adapted to ...at Texas
qardans and because receiving plants by mai.l is so easy.
In
general, CPS Second Day Air is the best approach and ruaeaber: no
PO Boxes . Make sure you have a street address so CPS can f ind you.
Our experiences with this =etbod have always been favorable. Late
tal~, winter, and early spring shlpments can be ~:~ada via tbe less
expensive but slower (t'our-tiva days) ground transport aethod. Ky
reco=endation is to try the technique with a saall order, q'ain
some confidence, and then go on to bigger orders. Finally, i t you
intend to make a trip to the nurseries listed or ot:her primarily
aoall-order nurseries, please call ahead "for an appoinCDent.
Boot.Mt Kill T~ ccnpany 41nd Gr~_.., Man:cy i!&S1:-e.rlln-q, 2JB Booehe SJ...U., Chapel
aW. Nortb Ccrolina 275<4 (919-967-4091.), specWi:i.n9 ...,. vUd!l-r • - for
nae.u..r&ll&.lnq in tlte garden.

C&IDIIlll..a Fo.res'; NQ.raery, U1 Mal Parks, 1.25 Ca.roll.oa Fore-~ Road. PO Box 291,
Chapel B.lll, nonh CArOlin& 27514 (919-96 7 - 5529): SpeciaU:in; in uru:cn:mcn
and ahrubs.
C&m•l.l...1a hy-b.rl.ds, rue Uian

c.r•••

Ca:rdinal Nursery, 3 i l l and 8azbara Sto-rm.s, llt • .1 Box 316, StAt:.e Road,
Carolina 28676 (91~-874-2027): Speclali~ing in abododandron hybrtda .

r;on;h

Donnelly•a Nursery, Rueaell Donnelly, Rt. 7, Sox 420, Fai-~rlew, North Caro1ina
28730 (704-298-085~): Speciali:inq in Boot& and Iviaa; SASB ror cata log .
Holbrook F&rm and Nursery,

~ll•~ R~gh ,

Rt;

~;

Bo x 2238,

Flee ; he~ , Nor~h ~~'oll~a

28732 (704- 891- 7790).
Jern.ic;a.n Gardens_, ·a ett-ie .1ern!.9an, Rt.. 6 Box 5-93, Dunn, Nor"Ch Carolina 28334
(919-567-2135): Collector oayl ilies, Hoataa, and Iris .

Lamtrae Farm, Lae A. Mo.r ri.aon, Rt. 1 Box 162, WArrensville, No-rth Carolina 28693
(919-385- ·6 144): Nat lve t.ru and ahrub apec:iea, inclucU.nq ~e rare FrAnkllnl._ with
plAnt a ot- ~Da.nY s izes av._Uabl-• .
Little River Farm, Ke.it.h Bonn and Kel Oliver, R~. 1 acx 174,
C.a.rol..l.n.a 27SS7 (919--96.5- 9507) t ConC'e.ntr•cl.on en pe.r·a nn f al•.

Mld~eeax,

No.rU\

Konttoae Nurs:e:cy, Kmcy Goodwill (Doug Ruhre..o, Rich B..&n::la9e), PO BOX 957 ..
liillabcrougb, l<or-..h Carolina 27278 (919-732- 7187): Cru< r&Age of perennials
incl.udl.ng nur&arJ propagulld cyca-z,, local and he.rJ.tao;e p1.uau1 $1.50 !o:r

""taloq .
llid>oo G~a. lUa And aru.,., Rawu, l..lll Dav&<m lid. , ~ • a, C.'lape1 alll, !lor--!>
C4.roll.D& 27516 (919-967-Q078) 1 llunoery ~ted sout.hea•te.= o.s. l>&tive plan=
pl_ua & " ide ran:ge oL pe:re.n.nl&l• &Ad g:ra.eae:s, SCG'ie bee.r...-c.l.ftq woodiUI $1.00 for
catal.oq .
PoofeU•a C-a.rd.e:ns. LO.leca Powell. 1\t. l 8os: 21, P·rince"C.On • .!Jotth C&rol.l.a.a (!19·Iris., dayllll••• hoeta, t-arl18
~-=viz-, dwarf c:onUars,
and poorenniUs; s~. 50 !<>r caulo;.

93~411):

.....,w.,

R&a1and Fa.ra, Sylrla TippeU, !IC 82 at US U, Godwin, ll<>=h C&rol!n& 28344 ( 919567-2705): tf!.de sale<:ti.on of haz:be, IKIUJ~IId 9erani= and 1\ad> pccoduCUI S2.DC
fo.r cat&loq.

Sandy Mush Herbs,

Fairman Jayne,

Rt.

2 Surrett

cove Rd.,

Laiceate.r,

North

Carolina 28748 (704-683-2014) : A fine list of herbs and perennials; $4.00 for
catalog/handbook.
The Gathering Garden, Bill Barker, Jr., Rt;. 1 Box 4lE, Efland, North Carolina
27243 (919-563- 6595): over 600 types of herbs, ~lowering perennials, wildflowers,
g-roundcove..rs and ornamental grasses.

The Wildwood Flower, Thurman Maness, Rt. 3 Box 165, Pittsboro, North Carolina
27 312 (919-542-4344): Nursery propagated native wildflowers and ferns including
hybrid lobelias.
Vine and -sranch Nursery-, steve and Rhonda Burna, Highway 54E, Box 2128, Chapel

Hill, North carolina 27515

(919-967-7629): specialty nursery with many rare

woodies.

Washington Ever-green Nursery,

Leicester, North carolina

287~8

Jordan Jack,

PO Box 388,

B.r ooks Branch Road,

(704-683-5418 April to October and 803- 747-1641

November to March): Dwarf conifers, Rhododendron and

J<a~mia.

we-Du Nursery, Dick Weaver and Rene Duval, Rt. 5 Box 724, Marion, NOrt-h Carolina

28752 (704 -738-8300): Rare botanical specieo, rock garden plants, uncommon bul bs,
Japanese specialties.

r

A FEW SPECIAL PLANTS IN THE SFASU ARBORETUM
Nov that the arboretum is six years o1d, there are a number of
plants that have e:aerqed as winners. The fact th.a t the arboretuo
has endured so1:1e of the most traqic weather variables is further
proof or the adaptation ability of so1:1e of these never- beforetested-in-Texas taxa.
While this accounting is certainly not
complete, the list includes those that have apressed "visitors the
"COSt.

Abella chinansis is rarely seen in Texas and has been an
outsta.n dinq performer in the arboretum. While the plant is
normally deciduous in most of our winters, I have found tbe
plant superior to the more common Abelia X grandlLlora and
other cultivars, used, I suppoae, because they are eve.r qreen.
Abella ch1nans1s has a much more dramati c bloom anrl provides
a fraqrant charm that its evergreen cousins can't touch .

Comus controversa is the giant dogwood from china. our twelvefoot tall tree is located in A.s ian valley an.d has reached that
height in less than four years. The tree sports a striated
bark, larqe leaves and graceful form.
While it has yet to
bloom, i t has shown an obvious tolerance Cor heavier soils,
unlike its comus florida cous i n, our common doq'llood. Riqh on
my wish l ist is Comus cont.roversa 'variegaus•, an outstanding
connoisseur plant with distinctive variegation and outstanding
for1:1. I have noticed that our g i ant dog-•ood seeas to push new
qrowth late, exhibiting delayed foliation. Perhaps, this is
bec<tu.se our winters are a b i t too wano and the chilling
requiremant is hiqher Cor the species than what we receive
here in Nacoqd.o ches.
Stil l, the tree is beautUul and
certainly one that d~es 1:1ore use in east Te.x as landscapes.
llnoatus, the China Water Fir, is a member of
Taxodiaceae and is considered rare in its native hahitat in
China. While Kru.s sman describes the tree as zone 9, our tree
never blinked when hit with tbe Decel:lber 23rd, 1989, arctic
cold blast that drove the temperature to minus one degrees
fahrenheit . Our tree is ten teet tall after tou.r years i n the
garden and makes a graceful cypress-like addition to any tree
planting.
Th.is species roots easily and grows fast if
provided with water, mulch and good fertility.

Glyptostrobus

Buscbapis japonica may be marqinally hardy in our area but suffered
no damage during the last two winters .
A monotypic genus,
this deciduous shrub or sma~l tree features striated bark a nd
yulowish f lowers in long stalked, three to four-inch vide
panicles. Our six-foot !Plants are located in Asian valley and
com.e from a National. Arboretum collection expedition to Japan.

Euodia danie.lii and bupebeJlSis are very s imilar trees that reach
a heiqbt of twenty to thirty feet .
The tree sports white
flowers in four-inch v ide co:rymbs and opposite, odd p innate
leaflets. 'l'be bloo.ras are followed by beak-shaped red berries.
There are twenty species ln China and our trees have been
trouble-free for four years.
'Pink Cloud', beauty bush, is a dilainutive
shrub to seven or eight feet. In many respects , the p lant is
a smaller, more subdued Weigela. I must admi t that we have
lost three o r four plants before we finally f ound a spot that
the p1ant seems to thrive in. I would suspect that we 11121y be
a bit far south for this species but seeing the bush in bloom
on the east coast made me want to try it. Our cultivar comes
t o us from cuttings taken at A:rno1d Arboretum by Sandi Elsik
many years ago . Indigenous to China, this zone f i ve plant has
five lobed, campanulate pinkish white blooms that appear in
May. While we only had a few blooms this year, the plant is
robust and happy in its spot in Asian valley.

JCol.bitzia aJDabilis

Arbonia arbutirolia 'Brilliantissima ' i s a cultivar of Chokeberry
that bas performed well for several years in the arboretum.
Our specimen is located in the Phase 2 area near first raised
bed in that garden. Our tive-foot plant sports white flowers
i n the spring , followed in autumn by a glossy coat of red
berries and showy leaves.
Benny Simpson, premier native
plantsman at Texas A i M University , drove over last fall t o
catch the p lant at its best. The quarter-inch fruit resembles
tiny apples. Best in part shade, the plant also responds to
bark mulching by sendinq up numerous suckers from the crown.
Cb.i.llonantbus praecor , Wintersweet, produces fragrant, pale yellow
b~ooms during the winter period.
We have several plants in
t .h e arboretum that appear well established.
The large.s t
specimen rests just t o the right of the entrance gate at the
north end of the Agric\Llture/ Art parking lot. The lustrous
green leaves are reported to reach ten inches in lenqtb; ours
are commonly five t o six inches lonq.
The p lant needs a
moist, well-drained spot and appreciates generous applications
of bark uulch.

THE POTENTIAL OF FIELD-GROWN CUT FLOWERS
IN EAST TEXAS
D!TJIODUCTYON

Market analysis by the
Texas ~>apartment oct Agriculture
and the Texas A ' H University
Experiaent station indicate an
opportunity for fie.ld-qrown cut
f lovers as never be:fore. This
opciaism is based on remarkable
qrowth
in
flora~
sales,
averaginq over a ten percent
increase per year for the last
decade.
The increase in cut
!lover
sales
bas
been
attributed to:
1.

2.

The entry of cut flowers and potted plant departlllents
into supermarkets has baan a tremendous stimulant to
sales. over 600 supermarkets in Texas market cuts and
the figure nationwide is now over 80\. Average per store
dollar sa~es of cut flowers has increased over four fold
since 1982. That trend is predicted to continua.

An organized wholesala marketing system and a national
advertisin9 program via FTD emphasizing "mixed bouquet"
themes has made sanding flowers easy and the " expected"
thing to do.
Texans spend about $500
the
increase
in
cutflower
million dollars per year on cut
imports .from 1989 to 1990
flowers. The portion produced
alone, for high volwne crops
in Texas is minusc~e.
If
averaged over 20t:
Texas producers co~d capture
just ten
percent of
that
col01nbia now dominates
markat,
Texas-qrown !lovers
over 60% of the market and
would have a retail value of
otber countries are jockaying
about $50 lD.illion dollars. To
to get a piece of the action
do that, Texas producers need
(primarily fr011 eancral and
to identily market niches and
South Al:>erica and European
then choose .!lover varieties
auction houses and brokerages).
that
will
satis.ty
those
The move>:>ent to a free trade
Darltets.
llo one doubts that
status muddies the picture even
Texas
gravers
.face
stiff
further.
There is roo-z:a for
colllpetition
:froa
a
opti.m.i=, however.
sophisticated
industry.
I11ports
have
increased
The qro·.;tb i n popu1 ar i ty
dramatically in the last ten
ot the "lllixed bouquet" h.as
years. For instance, accordinq
allowed for an explosion in new
to the Floral Trade council,
cuti1ower
species
to
be

introduced and accepted by
florists, accounting for the
strong growth of cuts in the
"others" category. That trend
has made i t much easier to
introduce new species into
common practice. F~orists are
always looking for the new and
the dilferent, provided they
are confident of quality and
vase lH'e characteristics.
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This proposu will install
an ongoinq testing program for
tial d-qrown cut flovers. 'this
has never been attempt.e d in
east Texas. For a J:ield-qrown
cut f l ower industry to evolve
in east Texas, i t is essential
that
benchmark
data
be
collected f:r0111 promising nat i ve
spec i es and exotic cu l tivars.
Analysis of the Texas cut
flower
market
potential
indicates
that
potenti al
"niches" with promise include:
1.

Non-traditional

bouquet" concept.

cutflowers

that

may

fit

into

the

"mixed

Two obvious candidates would be cultivars

of native Echinacea spp. (Purple Coneflower) and Liatris spp.
(Gayfeather) .
Major emphasis will be placed on herbaceous
perennials (plants that crop three or more years, generally
from a crown) .
Breeding and selections from the wild of
perennia~ species has resulted in many excellent cultivars,
most not tested under Texas conditions.
In addition,
perennials are currently enjoying a "boom" in horticulture,
res~ting in strong markets for cut J:lowers as well as started
plants.
Yield on perennials can .be very high.
Flowers of
many species are new to the consuner, resulting in the
advantage and disadvantage of newness. Problems to overcome
with perennials incl ude the following: 1 ) a long t i me frame to
harvest (six months to over one year) , 2) d i ffiC\Il t seed
germination, 3} a narrow harvesting/ marketing window, and ~ )
labor intensity.
2.

Varieties that are hi ghly perishable or delicate to transport
great distances. Texas growers ••ould have a decided advantage
over out-of-state competitors with crops requirin.g a ainilawa
time fra1:1e between harvest and retail sa~e. Some perenn1 a1
species with outstand.inq v:i.sual quall1;y need to be cut and in
a vase as soon as possible; even when cooled and hum:i.ditied,
some p~ants perfo'rl:l poorly i f their stems are out of water for
even a small period of time (hours).
Growers near major

flower distribution houses in Texas (Houston, Dallas, San
Antonio) enjoy a strong market advantage with difficult-totransport types.
3.

Varieties that are ready for market when supplies tend to be
low and demand high. Gladioli can be forced to produce much
earlier in Texas, of course, than northern growers and many
overseas competitors.
.Just how much earlier and wider a
marketing window can be developed will depend on variety
testing and cultural treatments. The use of black poly mulch
promotes some species to bloom a week or more earlier. Late
setting of transplants, while often reducing yield, can also
delay the start of harvest by several weeks.
Expanding the
marketing window is essential to capturing market share
increases .

This project has strong yalue
to gardeners in Texas. Because
many
perennials
that
are
popular as cut flowers also
perform well in the garden,
this project should be of
i nterest to a wide swath of
gardening consumers. Gardening
is now considered big business.
Gallup's
1 990-9 1
National
Gardening
survey
recently
reported a dramatic upturn in
gardening
activities
and
interest. Expenditures for all
gardening now exceeds $284 per
household and lawn and garden
retail sales in the u.s . is a
$20+ billion industry.
More
importantly ,
the
survey
indicates that flower gardening
retail sales increa·sed to 2. 1
billion dollars in 1990, up
from $1.9 billion in 1989.
Flower
bulb
retail
sales
totaled $580 million in 1990,
up from $470 million in 1989.
The results of this work will
be
of
interest
to
Texas
homeowners looking for color,
perenniality, and interesting
plants that are different from
everyone else down the block.
Herbaceous
perennials
have
surged in popularity on the
east and west coast and are
gaining
favor
in
Texas.
Perennials have always been

r

difficult to market; unlike
traditional bedding annuals,
perennials are rarely in bloom
during the peak spring sales
period
and
customers
are
unlikely to know what they are
buying. Slick marketing {color
display pictures in retail
outlets that provide a visual
cue to plant color, form,
height, and cultural needs) has
much to do with the increased
popularity of perennials. The
SFASU Arboretum is uniquely
poised
and
capable
of
contributing to this ongoing
trend.
The arboretum has already
accumulated a rather impressive
inventory
of
herbaceous
perennials, many recognized as
cut flower candidates.
The
fact that the arboretma plant
inventory is now networked with
the National Arboretum, the
North Carolina State University
Arboretum, and others, insures
that the latest cultivars and
selections can be secured.
Cultivars
and
advanced
selections of the following
species will be included :

I
COJIMOlf NJUfB

PllREN!!IAJ.S
l.
2•
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yarrow
Monkshood
Columbine

AcbiJ!Aconi twll
Aqnil.e<;i.ll

Aster

Aster
Astilbe

Astil.be

Astrantia
CalllpallUJ.a

8. Centau.r-

9. Chrysanthemum x superb=
10. Dianthus barbatus
11.

Ecbinacea

12. Heliantbus
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

angusti~olius

Iris
Knipho.tia
Monarda
Phlox
Pbysostegia
Platycodon gran~lorus
Salvia
Scabiosa caucasica
Sedum spect.abJ.J.e
Tbalictrum
BULB SPECUS

1. Acidantbera

2. AUiWII
3. AnE!.l:lone

4. Brodiaea

s. crocosmia
6. Iris Dutch
7. Eremerus
8. Gladiolus

9. Liatris
LiJ.ies (hybrid)
Narcissus
Ornitbogalum arabicum
Ornitbogalum tbyrsoides
14. RanuncuJ.us
15. Zantedeschia
10.
11.
12.
13.

Tbe species selected to
initiate this project have been
targeted
by
sou thern
floriculturists
as
1i.kel.y
cutflower candidates (Wilkerson
at TAKU and Anlitage at the
University of Georgia). Other
species wil.l. be included as

Masterwort
Bellflower
Bachelor button
Shasta Daisy
Sweet William
Purple and white coneflower
Sunflower
Iris
Red Hot Poker
Bee Balm
P.h lox
Obedient plant
Bal.loon flower
Sages
Pincushion flower
SedUlll
Rue
COMKOH NJUfB

Peacock Orchid
Flowering onion
Lily-of-the-field,
windflower
Brodiaea
Kontehretia
Iris
Desert candle,
King's spear
many species
Gayfeather
Many new cultivars
Daffodils
star of Bethlehem
Wonder flower
Buttercup, many species
Calla lily

they are made available and
their merits appreeiated.
The project vill secure
plant
111aterial.s
through
speci alty
nurseries,
cooperating growers, arboreta,
and p1ant enthusiasts.
For

,

exalllple,
one
species,

form

of

the

Patr1n1a

scabiositolia,
has
been
a
consistent per~o~er in the
Arboretum ~or over three years
with dependable
tn•I!!Der- long
bloolii.S that reJOain showy and
f r esh for three to tour weeks.
'l'be species is the resu~t of a
1987 Nationu Arboretum seed
collection
trip
to
remote
reqions
in Korea and
the
species is first in Texas at
the SFASU Arboretum.
We have
an excellent
bed of
this
species a long the north sid e of
the head house.
The plant
shows s t r ong promise in the
south.
CONCLUSIONS
'!'his project bas stronq
outreach potential and is a
natural extension of the SPASU
Arboretum .
The project links
the resources of the SFASU
Arboretllll with the needs of a
potentia~ cut flower industry
in Texas. 'l'he project pr01:1ises
to qenerate new inforaation to
qardeners looking for something
a li~e different in their
landscaping activities.
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HOW BIG IS THB NURSERY INDUSTRY IN EAST

There's little doubt that
the nursery industry is big
business in east Texas. A new
set of figUres compiled by
Anderson
and
Summerour,
Agricultura1
Economics,
Extension Service, seems to
underline how dramatic the
industry has become.
The
fiqures are most surprising
because of what they have to
say about east Texas.

TOP FIFTEEN JEX.6S COUNTIES
GROSS NURSERY SALES BY PROIX.tERS · 1990
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While
these
fiqures
reflect the value of gross
sa.les by nursery producers by
county, they d.o ·not reflect the
retail,
green
industry,
landscape and other components
related
to
the
nursery
industry: I:mpressive, i ndeed.
Texas
has
alway
been
an
agriculture-based
economy.
Al though many people do not
know it, the nursery industry
has now passed poultry and
timber. As the folloiJing qraph
illustrates,
however,
it's
going to be a while before
anyone catches up wi th beef!
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Not only does east Texas
have over four of the top 15
counties in the state, the
region can now boast of having
over 25% of the state's qross
value.

'

UPCOMING EVENTS
1.

Every second Thursday of the month is the monthJy meeting of the
Native Plant Society of Texas Lufkin/Nacogdoches chapter. The
meeting place is Room 108 in the Agriculture Building on Wilson
Drive, SFASU. Contact Peter Loos, 409-568-3705.

2.

On October S-1, 1991, the annual meeting of the Te,us Fruit
Growers Association will be held at the Fredonia Inn Convention
Center in Nacogdoches. Growers from al] over the state will
converge on our town to learn the latest from the best
horticultur ists in Te,x as. The mood should be good; 1991 was a
great fruit year and follows ma.n y that were plagued with spring
freezes or low prices. Contact the Nacogdoches Chamber of
Commerce for details on r egistration.

3.

On October 22-24, 1991, the Te.'CaS Blneberry Growers Association
will m eet at the Fredonia Inn Convention Center for their annual
conference. Two days of speakers and a day of field tours. The
mood should be e.'<cellent; the Texas Blueberry 1\ilarketing
Association enjoyed its first miUion lb. year and fruit quality,
demand, and prices were excellent.

